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Abstract: Supercontinuum (SC) generation via femtosecond pumping in all-normal dispersion
(ANDi) fiber is predicted to offer completely coherent broadening mechanisms, potentially
allowing for substantially reduced noise levels in comparison to those obtained when operating in
the anomalous dispersion regime. However, previous studies that cover this topic typically treat
only the one-photon-per-mode noise, not considering other technical noise contributions that will
affect the stability of the pump laser and thus the coherence of the SC generation process. In
this work, we discuss the various sources of noise that can be added to a numerical simulation,
and provide numerical analysis showing that the coherence limits of ANDi SC generation are
considerably reduced when amplitude and pulse duration noise are taken into account.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Highly nonlinear photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) having all-normal-dispersion (ANDi) have only
recently emerged as an attractive method to generate low-noise, octave-spanning supercontinua
(SC) [1–4]. This is due to the fact that these PCFs are difficult to fabricate (e.g, requiring
submicron holes), and that broadband low-noise ANDi SC generation requires high peak power
femtosecond lasers. It has been shown that low-noise ANDi SC generation cannot be achieved
using long pulses because the Raman effect is just as noisy as modulation instability [5]. Despite
these obstacles, femtosecond ANDi SC generation has received significant attention because of
its ability to generate pulses that can theoretically maintain their temporal coherence completely;
a feature that is unachievable in the anomalous dispersion regime. This gives such systems
potential in a range of fields including optical coherence tomography (OCT), optical metrology
and spectroscopy [6–9].
The reason for this high coherence comes from the coherent spectral broadening mechanisms
of self-phase modulation (SPM) and optical wave-breaking (OWB) [10, 11]. In femtosecond
pumped ANDi SC systems, these mechanisms are considerably more efficient than the incoherent
nonlinear effects of noise-seeded modulation instability and stimulated Raman scattering [1],
allowing for octave spanning SC generation in which these incoherent effects are completely
suppressed for sufficiently short fiber lengths and input pulse durations [10, 12].
Several theoretical studies about SC coherence have been reported in anomalous dispersion
fiber, covering pulse durations from femtosecond up to continuous wave, and including many
different kinds of noise such as one-photon-per-mode noise, induced by the quantum uncertainty
of the energy of a single photon, Raman noise, and polarization noise [13–21]. This is not
the case for numerical studies of ANDi SC generation, which have mostly considered only the
one-photon-per-mode noise [1, 10, 18], except for a very recent work of Gonzalo et al. [12], in

which relative intensity noise (RIN) was experimentally and numerically compared, for ANDi SC
generation with 170 fs pump pulses. In this study, it was found that one-photon-per-mode noise
was insufficient to numerically describe the system, whereas adding 1 % amplitude fluctuations
of the laser gave good agreement with the experimental results. Significantly, this important fact
was just mentioned for one specific pulse duration and fiber length and no specific simulation
including the amplitude noise was shown and no general study conducted [12]. This behavior, in
which the contribution of one-photon-per-mode noise diminishes and the influence of amplitude
fluctuations increases in high-peak-power systems (100 kW) should not be surprising. However,
while these technical noise sources have traditionally contributed little to the SC noise levels in
incoherently broadened anomalous dispersion fiber SC [18, 22], coherently broadened ANDi SC
require a new and comprehensive understanding of the noise sources emanating from the pump
laser, for which mode-locked lasers and amplifiers are primarily responsible.
In this work, we aim to accurately describe the influence of the noise sources of a typical
femtosecond mode-locked laser on SC generation, and with this, numerically investigate the
coherence and RIN of the SC spectrum generated in an ANDi fiber pumped with fs pulses at 1054
nm. We then demonstrate that the addition of this noise can degrade the coherence considerably,
beyond that of the one-photon-per-mode noise and discuss the changes in spectral and average
coherence with regards to the SC generation dynamics. These results show that the limits for high
coherence, in terms of pulse duration and fiber length, suggested in previous publications, change
substantially when technical noise is included. Indeed, we find that while a high coherence
can be maintained for a pulse duration below 1.2 ps in a system without technical laser noise
and only with one polarization [10], a pulse duration of ∼ 50 fs will begin to lose coherence
when a relatively low noise pump laser is properly described. We re-iterate that we focus on
single polarization SC generation because it allows us to more clearly demonstrate the impact of
technical laser noise.
2.

Technical noise of a mode-locked fiber laser

In this study, a one-dimensional generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation is used to simulate
pulse propagation of the envelope function A = A (z, T), with initial condition A (0, t) =
√
P0 sech (t/T0 ), in a highly nonlinear single mode optical fiber. This includes dispersion
(described by a Taylor expansion up to β10 ), spectrally dependent linear loss α(ω) and the
nonlinear response of the material as well as the dispersion of the nonlinearity and the Raman
response, R (T) [18]:
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where γ is the nonlinear coefficient and τ0 = 1/ω0 represents the characteristic timescale of
self-steepening [18]. The Raman response is modelled using the real Raman gain profil as
described in [23].
In this study, three sources of noise are described. The first, is the well-known quantum
noise, which is modelled semi-classically through the addition of a noise seed at the input of
one-photon-per-mode (OPPM) with a random phasepon each spectral discretization bin [18]. This
noise, in the frequency domain, is given by δQN = hc dTΩm /λexp(2iπΦ [Ωm ]), where h is the
Planck constant, dt is the temporal bin and Φ(Ωm ) is a random value corresponding to white
noise uniformly distributed in the interval [0,1] in each frequency bin Ωm . The second noise
source is the laser amplitude noise described by : δAN = Ψ, where Ψ represents a single random
value for each input pulse extracted from a Gaussian distribution having an unit mean and a
standard deviation equal to the rms amplitude noise of the laser, given by the laser manufacturer

of the modelled laser. In this paper, we will consider a range of rms amplitude noise going from
0.1 % to 2% (0.2 % represents the rms value of an Onefive Origami 10 femtosecond laser and
1% a Fianium femtosecond laser both from NKT Photonics).
To fully consider the effects of amplitude noise, we should also consider what effect such
changes in amplitude will have on the pulse duration, as this will subtly affect the efficiency of
self-phase modulation, and thus the output spectral shape and width. To model this in our system,
we notice a correlation between average power and spectral width of a Origami 10. Assuming
the pulse remains approximately transform-limited, a correspondence between the change in
bandwidth and pulse duration can be established from the time bandwidth product equation as
shown in the following one:
δT0 =

0.315λ02

,
(2)
c∆λ
where δT0 represents the standard deviation extracted from a Gaussian distribution with a
mean equal to the input pulse duration and ∆λ represents the new bandwidth induced by the
amplitude noise. Finally, a linearized relation linking the change in average power and pulse
duration is implemented on the scale of the 0.1-2 % amplitude fluctuations, which in our case
leads to the following relationship: δT0 = −0.8 ∗ (δ AN − 1) fs. We note that this value is specific
to the laser considered but can be generalized for other kinds of lasers. The third type of noise
that we know to be present in our system is the phase noise induced timing jitter. However, as the
physical mechanism for this noise is known to be induced by acoustic vibrations causing low
frequency changes in cavity length we can see that this noise source will induce only a temporal
offset from pulse to pulse [24]. As this will have no effect on the spectral coherence or RIN of
the SC process, we will not include this noise source. Finally, our initial condition becomes :
p

A (0, t) = P0 δAN sech (t/(T0 (1 − 0.8(δAN − 1)))) + F −1 δQN ,
(3)
where F −1 represent the inverse Fourier transform.
3.

Results

As explained above, we want to focus on just the effect of laser technical noise compared to the
conventionally used one-photon-per-mode noise and therefore use a single-polarization scalar
code. This is still highly accurate for polarization maintaining (PM) fibers, which is why we
choose the specific PM ANDi PCF NL-1050-NE-PM from NKT Photonics. This PCF has a
relative hole size of d/L = 0.45, a small hole-to-hole pitch of 1.44 µm, and a stress-induced
birefringence of 4 × 10−4 . Its classical ANDi dispersion profile, shown in Fig 1.a), was calculated
with COMSOL and confirmed experimentally in the region 900-1300 nm using white light
interferometry. The measurements of dispersion were done without controlling polarization,
which is typically sufficient for stress-induced birefringence that does not significantly alter the
mode profile. As expected, the small holes of the PCF give a confinement loss edge significantly
below the material loss edge, here found to be at 1450 nm using COMSOL (see Fig 1.a)). This
will significantly influence the long wavelength part of the intensity and noise profiles, as we will
see in the following. The dispersion has a minimum of -13ps/nm/km at 1040 nm and is rather
symmetrical within the low-loss window. However, we pump at 1054 nm, because we want to
consider realistic noise values of a specific laser – the Origami 10.
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Fig 1.a) Measured (dashed blue) and modelled (solid black) dispersion curve, and fiber losses
(solid red). Fig 1.b) Numerical supercontinuum spectra after 1 m of ANDi fiber showing
fluctuation in spectral power and shape for 0.5 % amplitude noise and a pulse duration standard
deviation of 0.2 fs. The simulation uses an average pulse duration of 50 fs and a peak power of
100 kW at 1054 nm .
With an average pulse duration of τ = 50 fs and peak power PP = 100 kW, the SC process is
simulated over a length of 1 m, and the effect of noise is shown in Fig 1.b). Here, we generated an
ensemble of 20 simulated pulses then calculated and plotted for each wavelength of our ensemble
the mean and the mean plus/minus the standard deviation value, we can see that for only a small
amplitude noise contribution of 0.5 % (pulse duration standard deviation of 0.2 fs), fluctuations
in the SC spectrum are already noticeable on the edges.
In ANDi SC generation, it has been shown that the pulse duration, fiber length, and peak power
have a critical influence on the noise properties [10, 12]. To see the effect of amplitude noise
with regards to these parameters, we cover a wide parameter space, simulating and calculating
the spectrally averaged coherence. These are shown for a range of input pulse durations and fiber
lengths, in Fig 2.a), where the amplitude noise is 0.3 %. As is typical of ANDi-SC systems,
the coherence decreases when either pulse duration or fiber length is increased [10, 12]. The
coherence function and the spectrally averaged coherence are defined as [10, 18]:
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However unlike typical studies, in Fig 2.a) we observe a considerably limited range of
parameters where the noise is low. For 0.3 % amplitude noise, a spectrally averaged coherence
above 0.9 is only achieved for pulse durations below 100 fs. This is shown of the contour lines
that crosses Fig 2.a), which corresponds to the pulse duration and lengths where hg12 i = 0.9.
Figure 2.b) shows this again, as well as the contour lines at hg12 i = 0.9 for amplitude noise levels
between 0.1-1 % (pulse duration standard deviation going from 0.04 fs to 0.4 fs), as shown on
the graphic for amplitude noise higher than 1 % an average coherence of 0.9 cannot be obtained,
for any reasonable fiber length. From this, we can see clearly the dramatically limiting effect
that the addition of standard laser noise levels to a numerical simulation have on the coherence
parameter space. Significantly, Fig 2.b) does not show a contour line for the case when only
one-photon-per-mode noise is present because there is no loss of coherence observable until
soliton numbers around 600, corresponding in this case to a pulse duration of 1.2 ps, as shown by
Heidt et al. [10].
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Fig 2.a) Average spectral coherence of SC pulse generated with 100 kW peak power pump pulses
as a function of pump pulse duration and propagation distance including an amplitude noise
value of 0.3 % and a pulse duration standard deviation of 0.12 fs. The dotted line indicates where
the spectrally averaged coherence is 0.9. Fig 2.b) Evolution of the spectrally averaged coherence
value of 0.9 for a range of amplitude noise value going from 0.1-1 % and their pulse duration
standard deviation associated.
Experimentally, it is typically the relative intensity noise (RIN), which is used to characterize
the noise of an SC source. The frequency-dependent profile, RIN(ω), is defined as [12]:
s
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Figure 3.a) shows this spectrally resolved RIN(ω) for different levels of amplitude noise, and
we see that in all cases a 50 fs pulse has low RIN (below 1 %) for the majority of the bandwidth.
We can also define the average RIN as :
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where edge is defined as the wavelength where | A(λ = edge)| < -30 dB. An 0.5 % amplitude
noise than gives hRI Ni = 1.7 %, which corresponds to an average coherence of 0.82. This is
in contrast to the much lower RIN of around 0.2 % which we see for most of the wavelength
span of Fig 3.a), thus indicating much higher RIN on the spectral edges, going to 24 % on the
short-wavelength edge and 1.4 % on the long-wavelength edge. We note that this asymmetric
behavior on the edges is due to the confinement loss edge at 1450 nm, which removes the
longer wavelengths. Indeed, if we omit fiber losses from our model, we find a RIN value
on the long-wavelength edge of 23 % which is in close agreement to the 24 % obtained in
the short-wavelength edge. We note that the impact of the long-wavelength loss edge was
studied previously showing suppression of rogue waves in anomalous dispersion supercontinuum
generation [25]. While this observation, like our own, corresponds to a reduction in RIN of the
supercontinuum spectrum at long wavelengths, it would appear there is no correlation with our
study as the rogue waves generated in that study come about through a collisional multi-solitons
process which is not possible in an ANDi fiber. This strong spectral dependence on RIN provides
context to the result to Fig 2.a) b), showing they cannot be interpreted in isolation because
spectral edge is considerably higher than the majority of the spectrum (one order of magnitude).
Again, the dynamics can be further visualized in Fig 3.b) showing the evolution of the RIN
profile along the 1 m fiber. Finally, the ripple aspect of the RIN spectrum is due to the quantum
noise, and indeed, if we omit this noise these ripples will be suppressed and a smoother spectrum
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Fig 3.a) RIN profile for different amplitude noise values (color curves) and mean spectrum of an
ensemble of 20 pulses (bold black curve) after 1 m of fiber with 100 kW peak power, 50 fs pulse
duration at 1054 nm for an amplitude noise value of 0.5 % and a pulse duration standard deviation
of 0.2 fs. Fig 3.b) Evolution of the RIN along the fiber length for an amplitude noise value of 0.5
% and a pulse duration standard deviation of 0.2 fs. NB: The color map has a dynamic range
limited to a RIN equal to 0.15 %, meaning RIN data is only visible for wavelengths 780-1320 nm.

appears. Furthermore, we note that while the average RIN increases during the propagation, the
spectrally resolved RIN in the central region of the spectrum decreases with the propagation,
with the higher RIN quotients being pushed to the edges of the spectrum.
Another noticeable feature is the relationship between the spectrum evolution and the RIN
structure. Indeed, Fig 4.a) shows the RIN profile and the mean spectrum after a 10 cm fiber
propagation. We can notice a correlation between the structure added by the SPM on the spectrum
and the structure of RIN. These appear to have equal periodicity, suggesting they are related,
however the exact position of each peak in the RIN structure does not seem to correspond to any
particular point in the SPM structure. The two biggest peaks located respectively at 920 nm and
1180 nm correspond to the junction between the SPM and OWB generated parts of the spectrum.
As shown on Fig 3.a), during the propagation the RIN spectrum becomes smoother (i.e. the
SPM RIN peaks disappear) thanks to the OWB and the dispersion. Furthermore, for a one meter
of propagation the spectrum is stable (like the RIN one) and only few peaks are still presents
compare to Fig 3.a) which correspond to the junction between the SPM and OWB generated
parts of the spectrum, specifically corresponding to the edges of the broadest SPM oscillation.
Figure 4.b) shows the RIN spectrum after 10 cm of propagation for several input noise types.
The position of the fringes is slightly different as a function of the input noise because the change
in the amplitude and/or the pulse duration will change the SPM efficiency. Also, We can clearly
notice the RIN spectrum including both amplitude and pulse duration noise is much lower than
considering either amplitude noise or pulse duration noise only. Furthermore, The RIN level of
each situation is explained through the input noise value: δ AN being higher than δT0 , it makes
sense that the red curve is higher than the pink one. About the blue curve, because there is an
opposite relationship between amplitude and pulse duration noise the total noise (δT0 = −0.8δ AN )
amount will be lower than the sum of each one. It could be understood by ...
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Fig 4.a) RIN profile (blue line) and mean spectrum (red line) of an ensemble of 20 pulses after
10 cm of fiber with 100 kW peak power, 50 fs pulse duration at 1054 nm for an amplitude noise
value of 0.5 % and a pulse duration standard deviation of 0.2 fs. Fig 4.b) RIN spectrum as a
function of the input noise : OPPM only (black line), amplitude noise plus OPPM noise (red
line), pulse duration noise plus OPPM (pink line) and amplitude noise plus pulse duration noise
and OPPM (blue line).

4.

Conclusion

A detailed numerical study of the amplitude noise impact on the SC generation coherence in
ANDi PCFs under high peak power femtosecond pumping at 1054 nm was presented, where
it was shown that considering a nominal value of amplitude noise drastically affects the SC
coherence. Indeed, when only the one-photon-per-mode noise model is used, the coherence starts
to degrade with a pulse duration around 1.2 ps while if we also consider an amplitude noise value
of 0.5 % on the pump laser, as may be found in a typical mode-locked laser, the degradation starts
at a pulse duration of ∼ 50 fs. Specifically, it was shown that the SC RIN increases significantly
on the spectral edges (higher than 24 %), converse to the middle part of the spectrum where it
remained low (lower than 0.2 %). In this middle region, novel RIN dynamics were observed,
with structures following the SPM and other features of the SC spectrum. Furthermore, we found
that considering both pulse duration and amplitude noise led to a RIN level lower than each one
considered separately. Such a study on finer details of SC noise in ANDi fiber is of substantial
value to potential applications such as OCT and metrology, which require ultra-low-noise SC
light sources. Indeed, this study constitutes the first in-depth look into the effect of technical
noise sources on the ANDi SC process and provides grounds for further research to achieve a
better understanding of these physically complex processes.
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